UNIVERSITY LEVEL & PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMES

ACCESS

Access to Higher Education
in Humanities & Social
Science
CAMPUS
TYPE OF COURSE
COURSE LENGTH
APPLICATION METHOD
VALIDATED BY

MAIDSTONE AND MEDWAY
FULL-TIME
ONE YEAR
MIDKENT COLLEGE WEBSITE
LASER

THE DETAILS
The core modules include
English Literature, Sociology
and Psychology. These modules
encourage academic rigour and
debate as students consider the use
of language, the impact of society
on the individual and the way in
which individuals think.
English Literature covers modern
and classic texts, including
Shakespeare, poems from the First
World War and One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest.
Sociology involves the study of
competing theorists on the most
influential aspects of sociology. This
includes topics such as crime and
deviance, the role of the media
and an insight into the two most
significant sociological theories of
positivism and individualism.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
You must have a grade C/grade 4 in
GCSE English and maths, and pass
our internal assessments in English
and maths at interview. For English
and maths you must be working at
level 2 (GCSE level) in order to start
the level 3 Access course. Entry to
university may require GCSE English
and maths.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
Our Access to Higher Education
students have gone on to study
degrees including Psychology,
Philosophy, Criminology and other
degree programmes associated
with Social Sciences. A higher
education course could be your
first step to a full degree course at
university, offering you increased
earning power and career prospects.

Psychology includes a range
of academic topics including
criminal profiling, the way in which
human behaviour is influenced
by external factors and obedience
and conformity. You will use a
wide range of research methods to
examine how psychologists have
reached their conclusions.
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OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
>	Access to Higher Education
courses are ideal for students
aged 19 and over who wish to
study a degree but lack the
formal entry qualifications
universities are looking for
>	They teach the study skills you
will require in higher education
such as academic writing,
referencing, note taking and
presentations, as well as core
modules in your chosen area of
study
>	You will also receive help and
support with the university
application process.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A natural or social science
professional n.e.c. in the Maidstone
and Medway area can expect to
earn on average £20.38 per hour.*
*All of the ‘fact’ sections were sourced from
Economic Modeling Specialists International
(EMSI)/www.economicmodeling.com in
February 2019.

UNIVERSITY LEVEL & PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMES

ACCESS

Access to Higher Education
in Nursing and Healthcare
Professions
CAMPUS
TYPE OF COURSE
COURSE LENGTH
APPLICATION METHOD
VALIDATED BY

MAIDSTONE AND MEDWAY
FULL-TIME
ONE YEAR
MIDKENT COLLEGE WEBSITE
LASER

THE DETAILS
This course is specifically designed
to prepare you for a degree in
healthcare-related professions.
Subjects studied include Biology,
Psychology, Professional Practice
and Medical Calculations.
Biology offers you an insight into the
scientific processes which underpin
medical care. You will study units on
the cell, the development of disease
and nutrition. In Psychology there
is a focus on different approaches
to human behaviour. You will study
theories such as behaviourism, the
‘nature versus nurture’ debate and
abnormal psychology.
Professional practice focuses on
applying the theories of medical
care at work to further develop
your understanding of what
makes an outstanding healthcare
professional. Alongside these are
modules on study skills which teach
you academic skills transferable
across topics as well as being given
guidance on your Extended Project
which allows you to investigate a
particular area of interest to yourself.

These modules offer you a fantastic
insight into the theory of healthcare
provision and an understanding
of the recipients of that provision,
allowing you the chance to explore
the impact of medical care in both
local, national and international
settings.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
You must have a grade C/grade 4 in
GCSE English and maths, and pass
our internal assessments in English
and maths at interview. For English
and maths you must be working at
level 2 (GCSE level) in order to start
the level 3 Access course. Entry to
university may require GCSE English
and maths.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
Our Access to Higher Education
students are welcomed by
universities for enrolment on a
number of degree-level courses.
A higher education course could be
your first step to a full degree course
at university, offering you increased
earning power and career prospects.
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OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
>	Access to Higher Education
courses are ideal for students
aged 19 and over who wish to
study a degree but lack the
formal entry qualifications
universities are looking for
>	They teach the study skills you
will require in higher education
such as academic writing,
referencing, note taking and
presentations, as well as core
modules in your chosen area of
study
>	You will also receive help and
support with the university
application process.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A nurse in the Maidstone and
Medway area can expect to earn on
average £17.43 per hour.*
*All of the ‘fact’ sections were sourced from
Economic Modeling Specialists International
(EMSI)/www.economicmodeling.com in
February 2019.

UNIVERSITY LEVEL & PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMES
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Access to Higher Education
in Art and Design
CAMPUS
TYPE OF COURSE
COURSE LENGTH
APPLICATION METHOD
VALIDATED BY

MEDWAY
FULL-TIME
ONE YEAR
MIDKENT COLLEGE WEBSITE
LASER

THE DETAILS
Access to Higher Education in Art
and Design offers core modules
looking at how art is interpreted
and to develop your practical
skills using a range of different art
and graphic design techniques.
These include exploring different
materials, developing artwork and
printmaking. You’ll put the skills
you’ve learnt into practice in local
community and business projects.
The course is taught through
lectures, individual assignments and
group projects which will develop
your skills of production, design
and analysis of a variety of different
artistic techniques. Our lecturers
have a range of backgrounds in
the creative industries and are
best placed to advise you on your
progression into further education
or employment.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
You must have a grade C/grade 4 in
GCSE English and maths, and pass
our internal assessments in English
and maths at interview. For English
and maths you must be working at
level 2 (GCSE level) in order to start
the level 3 Access course. Entry to
university may require GCSE English
and maths.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Our Access to Higher Education
students are welcomed by
universities for enrolments on a
number of degree-level courses.
A higher education course could be
your first step to a full degree course
at university.
OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
>	Access to Higher Education
courses are ideal for students
aged 19 and over who wish to
study a degree but lack the
formal entry qualifications
universities are looking for
>	They teach the study skills you
will require in higher education
such as academic writing,
referencing, note taking and
presentations, as well as core
modules in your chosen area of
study
>	You will also receive help and
support with the university
application process.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A graphic designer in the Maidstone
and Medway area can expect to
earn on average £13.28 per hour.*
*All of the ‘fact’ sections were sourced from
Economic Modeling Specialists International
(EMSI)/www.economicmodeling.com in
February 2019.
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Access to Higher Education
in Sports Science
CAMPUS
TYPE OF COURSE
COURSE LENGTH
APPLICATION METHOD
VALIDATED BY

MEDWAY
FULL-TIME
ONE YEAR
MIDKENT COLLEGE WEBSITE
LASER

THE DETAILS
Access to Higher Education in
Sports Science could potentially
lead to further study or
employment in physiotherapy or
sports science and other related
health and fitness professions. On
the course you will study how the
body functions with modules in
human biology, nutrition and health
and disease. You will also consider
the psychological aspects of sport
science with modules in psychology
focusing on motivation theories and
leadership.
Our lecturers combine a range of
skills in biology, psychology and
academic writing to ensure that you
progress in your chosen route.
The course is taught through
lectures, individual assignments
and group projects which are
aimed at giving you a solid basis
for developing higher level skills to
allow you to thrive at university.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
You must have a grade C/grade 4 in
GCSE English and maths, and pass
our internal assessments in English
and maths at interview. For English
and maths you must be working at
level 2 (GCSE level) in order to start
the level 3 Access course. Entry to
university may require GCSE English
and maths.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Our Access to Higher Education
students are welcomed by
universities for enrolments on a
number of degree-level courses. The
course will prepare you for further
study at university or potentially
apprenticeships in personal training.
A higher education course could be
your first step to a full degree course
at university.
OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
>	Access to Higher Education
courses are ideal for students
aged 19 and over who wish to
study a degree but lack the
formal entry qualifications
universities are looking for
>	They teach the study skills you
will require in higher education
such as academic writing,
referencing, note taking and
presentations, as well as core
modules in your chosen area of
study
>	You will also receive help and
support with the university
application process.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A physiotherapist in the Maidstone
and Medway area can expect to
earn on average £17.34 per hour.*
*All of the ‘fact’ sections were sourced from
Economic Modeling Specialists International
(EMSI)/www.economicmodeling.com in
February 2019.

UNIVERSITY LEVEL & PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMES
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Access to Higher Education
in Science
CAMPUS
TYPE OF COURSE
COURSE LENGTH
APPLICATION METHOD
VALIDATED BY

MEDWAY
FULL-TIME
ONE YEAR
MIDKENT COLLEGE WEBSITE
LASER

THE DETAILS
Access to Higher Education in
Science could include a range of
modules in Biology, Chemistry and
Physics. These will develop your skills
of scientific analysis, with modules
including Nutrition, Scientific
Investigation, the Cell, Drug and
Food Reactions, and Health and
Disease. The course is designed for
students who wish to progress onto
science related degrees and can
lead onto professions in industrial
research.
The course is taught through
lectures, individual assignments and
group projects, which are aimed at
giving you a solid understanding of
the various concepts studied. Our
industry experienced lecturers will
be able to advise you on your next
steps, whether to university or into
employment.
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
You must have a grade C/grade 4 in
GCSE English and maths, and pass
our internal assessments in English
and maths at interview. For English
and maths you must be working at
level 2 (GCSE level) in order to start
the level 3 Access course. Entry to
university may require GCSE English
and maths.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Our Access to Higher Education
students are welcomed by
universities for enrolments on a
number of degree-level courses.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A biological scientist and
biochemist in the Maidstone and
Medway area can expect to earn on
average £19.65 per hour.*

A higher education course could be
your first step to a full degree course
at university.

*All of the ‘fact’ sections were sourced from
Economic Modeling Specialists International
(EMSI)/www.economicmodeling.com in
February 2019.

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
>	Access to Higher Education
courses are ideal for students
aged 19 and over who wish to
study a degree but lack the
formal entry qualifications
universities are looking for
>	They teach the study skills you
will require in higher education
such as academic writing,
referencing, note taking and
presentations, as well as core
modules in your chosen area of
study
>	You will also receive help and
support with the university
application process.
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